
C H A P T E R  2

Aria Suggestions

Here are Lehmann’s ideas about various opera arias that were not included in her 
book My Many Lives, which focused on her most important roles. These arias are in 
random order. In the transcriptions of  her handwriting, I have taken the liberty of  
correcting some of  Lehmann’s spelling, but have left her word order in tact. 
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Lehmann drew the cover for her book about her 
signature opera roles.

1. Mon coeur s’ouvre…  Samson
2. Connais tu le pays  Mignon
3. Pleurez, pleurez mes yeux  Le Cid
4. Fidelio (the whole opera)
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Transcription of  Lehmann’s Suggestions for Dalila’s aria for a concert 
performance. 

Aria of  Dalila: “Mon coeur s’ouvre à ta voix”	 	 	 	 Saint-Saëns

Be from head to toe the enchantress…You lean at the piano (don’t stand there 
erect and with square elbows!!!). Your body shows a lovely line, as if  you start to 
walk in seductive gracefulness over the stage. You start the aria very subdued, with 
sweetest pianissimo. It is a soft and subtle crescendo until “l’aurore.” You talk of  
the flower which opens to the morning sun. Your crescendo symbolizes this 
opening: feel the floating sweetness in it, imagine, if  you would draw what you are 
singing, this line: [See Lehmann’s drawing]
 “Aux baisers” – take immediately the thought of  the sunrises into your own 
feeling…Everything in nature seems to be a part of  your glowing desire…The 
intermissive music (two bars) use for a leaning back, so that you can start “Mais, ô 
mon bien-aimé” with a movement forward. (This play of  leaning back and 
forward goes through the whole aria. It brings the impression of  acting without 
overstepping the limit which the concert platform naturally demands.) But singing 
an aria in a concert is something which has to be compromised: you have to give 
the idea of  acting. Not with your hands, not with real movements, but with the 
suggestion of  both. 
“Mais, ô mon bien-aimé” sing with more vividness. And give a quite lovely 
musical line “Pour mieux sécher mes pleurs.” Your voice has developed now into a 
warm mezzoforte. Go back into a subito piano: “Que ta voix parle encore!” 
Think: oh his voice has made me happy, I heard out of  the tone of  his voice that 
he has succumbed to my charm.” Your eyes are closed, sing like a whisper, our 
body sways back in the two bars which follow. “Dis-moi” you bend forward again, 
your hands seem to stretch out – in the desire to grip his hands. A great and 
accelerando crescendo to “jamais!”
Then go back with voice, hands, body and come slowly forward, beginning 
pianissimo, “Ah! réponds à ma tendresse!” Sing “tendresse” with a sweet sensual 
quality of  voice. Crescendo in power and expression until “Ah, verse mois.” But 
take your time and try to calm down inwardly before this climax: it is 
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important that you sing the high notes with a warm and broad forte. Give a pas-
sionate accelerando and sforzato [see Lehmann’s music] and throw yourself  so to 
speak into “livresse.” Play with the word: with the “r”, and the “s.”
Four bars of  the music between the two verses are in the same mood of  your first 
verse. Feel the flow of  music with your body. The next two bars (3/4 tact) have 
something new: a glittering and iridescent movement. You have seen in Samson’s 
eyes that he is not quite your victim yet. You – the experienced enchantress – try 
now another way of  seduction. The whole scale seems to be at your demand…
Your voice takes now a silvery light quality, your eyes loose the heavily sensual 
dreamy look. Like a bird – light, bodiless, in dancing gayety – so you start the sec-
ond verse. The tempo is naturally somewhat quicker than the first verse. Play with 
the French words, take advantage of  their playful elegance!
“Ainsi frémit mon cœur” with subdued passion. (Play with the “r” in “frémit !) 
Sing quietly  “prêt à se consoler.” (When there is a sentence ahead which has to be 
very expressive, you bring this better to life if  you try to sing the phrase before 
quiet. If  you sing everything excitedly, then there are no heights and depth – and 
only those make your expression colorful and interesting.)
“À ta voix qui m'est chère!” has the same sensuality like in the first verse. Every 
word is a caress, every word is a mirror of  your burning desire. The next phrases 
“La flèche est moins rapide” have a very distinctive accellerando and increased 
passion. Why? : imagine that you see, Samson does not succumb yet. Perhaps even 
he tries to turn away his eyes, tries to escape your dangerous charms. But you, ac-
customed to victory, hold him back with the power of  your passion. Sing very dra-
matically, with a superior sourness of  yourself  until “dans tes bras. (First time). 
The repetition “à voler dans tes bras” has a sforzato on every note. It is as if  you 
draw him into your arms. He is conquered, he is yours now. And now you sing in 
a broad floating line the last phrases of  the aria. Start “réponds à ma tendresse” 
piano so that you have the possibility of  a great crescendo until “livresse.” The two 
“Samson, Samson” are intoxicated – eyes closed, body swaying backwards. “Je 
t’aime” is a beautiful crescendo. It is like a cry of  passionate triumph. Watch your 
breath here: it is better to shorten the high tone and end with a broad forte, in-
stead of  giving out too much and then being breathless on the end.
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The public must have the impression that you could hold the tone as long as you 
want to…
General remark: avoid to give the impression of  squareness. Your arms, your 
hands have to be supple and expressive.
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An extended version of  this aria’s suggestions in Lehmann’s handwriting follows.
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This Le Cid aria interpretation idea has this “back of  the page” response from LL 
which I transcribed. Then you’ll find LL’s first draft, followed by an edited 
secretary’s version.  This was all done for a singer named “Anne.”
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Transcription:

I wrote this before we talked today (July 2nd) about the prelude once more. You 
told me that you don’t feel at all what I try to develop in this prelude. For Heaven’s 
sake: don’t do it then! Only honesty can be really convincing in art. Never do any-
thing which you don’t feel with mind and heart!
Stand now through the entire prelude in a majestic poise. [pose?] Don’t move, be 
like a marble statue. Only by the upsweeping music – raise your head slightly with 
the music – your eyes have an intensified look. 
Certainly this is all right if  you do it with authority. It is better to do nothing than 
overdoing something artificially. 
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Though LL addresses the role of  Leonore in her book My Many Lives, the opera is 
here much more thoroughly discussed with interpretation and even staging 
suggested. This was an opera that she loved and performed to ecstatic reviews.
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